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ANONYMOUS WRITTEN SUBMISSION  

I was asked to go to a medical recently in Edinburgh.  Three days before I knew, due 

to ill health, I wouldn’t be able to attend so wrote to them.  My benefits (ESA) were 

stopped and then a mandatory appeal (which I hadn’t asked for as I was expecting a 

specific letter, which would give me the information I needed to appeal.  I never 

received this letter). 

So basically because I was not fit to go to a medical am I fit to work?  They say yes.  

If I had gone to the medical they would’ve said if you can travel on public transport 

and use city buses etc. you are fit enough to work.  Damned if I do, damned if I don’t.  

My health issues are diabetes, depression, chronic pain and stress.  

If the council had not issued me with a Crisis Grant I would be in the same position 

as I was in approximately four years ago when they stopped my benefit, I got it 

backdated.  I was taken to hospital dehydrated and starving.  Last year they did it 

again, got it backdated after seven months, I was skeletal and my beloved dog died.  

Now I appear to be on a hit list because since March I haven’t known if money was 

going to be there to buy food or electric. 

I was being threatened with losing my rented flat (now sorted) but when I asked for 

money to cover food and electric I was told to apply for Job Seekers by the council.  

Now it takes a few weeks for your claim to be processed so I tried to tell the person 

at the other end of the phone I had NOTHING, NADA, NIL.  She said I was not 

eligible for money, I needed to apply for Job Seekers Allowance.  Three times we 

went through this until I really lost the plot and told her because of my diabetes I 

need to eat and by the time I got Job Seekers I would be DEAD. 

I am not applying for Job Seekers because I cannot at this moment see myself able 

to work.  In fact this week I have been very very ill, diabetic related.  The government 

is trying to push me into any job and we are in a place where job opportunities are 

scarce at best and at 56 all I can hope for is domestic or shop work despite having a 

degree etc. 

Now I have the stress of finding a solicitor to fight this appeal which was upheld 

(funny how these people who play god with your life never sign their names to 

documents.  For all I know it could be the tea lady who gets told to say who is eating 

and who isn’t).  But I still have no income, so without being dramatic, realistically 

because of my rapid weight loss, diabetes – unable to take my meds properly I could 

actually die. 


